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Abstract: In an attempt to critique the modern western modes of thinking and living, M K Gandhi exhibits the possibilities of becoming a Satyagrahi with a deep sense of the violence of one’s times. The Satyagrahi becomes the practitioner of Ahimsa with the intent and purpose of conversing with and moving beyond the dominant spaces of violence as legitimized through the colonial legacy of the modern west. Even while Gandhi raises a strong critique against the modern western influences and structural formations his treatment of these entities do not focus on creating a bracketed conception of these entities such as state, religion/ culture, market, with fixed attributes of being violent. Conversations with violence are ongoing and perhaps should never end. It is a process that constantly defined the political, for Gandhi. Through these conversations, Gandhi aimed at creating a new language of nonviolence emerging out of a deep understanding of fragmented and widespread presence of violence in the society. I seek to present through this paper instances where Gandhi’s conversations offer a glimpse of the Gandhian modes of conversing which leaves open the space for developing creative modes of expressing and finding voices in the present, through the language of nonviolence which does not necessarily stand contra violence, but collapses into it while affirming an identification of its own.
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“Liberty is obedience to the law which one has laid down for oneself.”
-Jean Jacques Rousseau

Gandhi never quite obeyed. He was the disobedient Indian. This obedience did not stem out servility. It is fundamentally different from serving. It is this servility that M K Gandhi thought of as a barren space which provided scope for an enquiry into violence. Violence, in all its callousness, has been a perennial reality that has the potential to erupt in its most visibly callous, invisibly convenient and recognizable as well as unidentified forms. Whether or not the ideal of removing conflicts from the society is even desirable to be considered a focal point in the intellectual discourse of peace and conflict studies, violence has expossed itself either as absence of peace or as a positive evidence of alienation, violation, repression, domination and the like. As much as it is an abstract concept, laden with value judgments, substantive content of ideas, opinions, world images and events, it is still a manifestation of various entities to the point of violence becoming a fuel to their very survival and sustenance. There isn’t any phase of intellectual history which hasn’t been oblivious of or devoid of important reflective presence of violence in the socio-cultural, political and economic structures, forms and courses, viz a viz issues related to ideological conflicts, physical wars, conduct of diplomatic operations, the problem of order, justice, rights, conflict of interests. Right from physical wars to cultural, ideological conflicts; from visible suppressive/repressive forces to those that are not made obvious; the source and the range of infliction of violence is vast, widespread and sometimes, incomprehensible. Violence has never left anyone in any sphere. It could have embodied different forms, names and courses such as that of modernity, nationalism, nation-state, cultural-religious domination, knowledge-producing systems.
and the like. Various forms of violence have traversed through and rebounded in unprecedented ways making it still the most relevant subject in social sciences. Locating violence in the socio-cultural backdrop needs its history to be looked at contextually, precisely keeping in mind that the idea of political varies for different thinkers in different contexts and in different times. The burden of the context for Gandhi, for instance, was to unburden its possibilities on this moment of ‘silence’ that preceded and influenced the meanings and usages of violence. As Derrida says, in Violence and Metaphysics, with reference to Levinas, that violence is played out in such a way that the peace of silence is also protected under the violence of speech. (Derrida, 1978)

There are various ways of delving into these questions in the context of examining the relation between society and state, keeping Gandhi as cite of such an analysis. With the purpose of comprehending the epistemological and evolutionary trajectory of violence within histories in Indian political theorizations, with accounts of suppression, ressentiment, moral-ethical dilemmas within modernity, this paper calls for a realization of the perils, which a rather fixed instrumentalist understanding of institutions such as state, religion and culture have produced over the years. In this light, it has become imperative to seek an understanding of human alienation; one of the most direct links and inexorable associations to violence in any form. As formless, eschatological and an incisive concept violence is, it is left out in the open to be moulded, generated into countless forms, right from interstate conflicts, wars, economic despotism, to epistemological control, thereby rendering the task of locating which of these is more violent, completely unapproachable, if not understandable. Violence here functions as a positive term that has the potential to turn into different forms and demand different kinds of actions. Gandhi perhaps understood the potential of violence more than anybody else as he chooses carefully, the dimensions where violence has the potential to thrive. Maybe he was more aware of the presence of violence used by various outfits as the ends and means; which lead him to conceptualize Ahimsa. This leads me to present a claim that Gandhi perhaps understood and was surer of violence more than the potential applications and use of Ahimsa.

In order to comprehend the ways and means in which violence is dealt with by Gandhi, there are few important points to be addressed: Do we, in social sciences, allow for a de-narrativized understanding of human alienation? Does it come into being with an objective rooted in narratives or does it result from a series of social actions and a systematic process of socialization over ages, which one is unable to explore, due to inhibiting circumstances or need for stability? Both these points suggest how little the concepts such as humiliation, dignity of the self and human alienation have been used as prisms that are weaved into our contextual concerns within the larger problematic of Indian political legacies. Even when these were addressed, the modular forms used to address them or based on may not have been far from modern western forms. (Chatterjee, 1991)

GANDHI’S USE OF NONVIOLENCE AS A MODE OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION

Colonized subjects are not passively produced by hegemonic projects but are active agents whose choices and discourses are of fundamental importance in the formation of their societies. Orientalism, used as a disparaging term later became the space wherein Gandhi explored the possibilities of the application of the principles of nonviolence, a language different from the violent models of the colonial modern west. “Orientalism is not only constitutive of the Orient but also of the Occident and that these images cannot be divorced from the political arenas in which they are produced” (Breckenridge, 1993). Gandhi was someone who explored the creative potential of understanding the colonized subjects as the active subjects with individual minds/ collective minds, but rational in nature. He trusted the human rationality but above that also stressed upon the preeminence of moral values for which he prescribed a certain method of practice. This practice includes nonviolence, truth (Satya), and commitment to self-criticism as the basis of this proposed method of uncovering his most trusted version of human rationality that will then decide the trajectory of politics. For instance, he appreciated Tagore’s question of how it was not enough to lead the country towards a Swaraj, if the masses ended up blindly following Gandhi. This belabored emphasis on nonviolence as the basis of a narrative which was alternative to overt forms of violence, became the political legitimate standpoint for Gandhi to reflect and respond to the colonial psyche. There is a paradox of integrity (Bilgrami, 2003) as forming the fundamental binding essence of the concept of nonviolence, simultaneously with the alacrity with which there’s disobedience in Gandhian thinking and actions. This paradoxical space allowed Gandhi to generate resistance without losing sense of a certain vision of the political that is merged and synthesized into the understanding of the moral. This moral, Gandhi claims, was extensively drawn from religion. “All training without the culture of the spirit was of no use, and might be even harmful”. (Gandhi) Gandhi’s words in his autobiography reveal an acute sense of belongingness and rootedness in religion in particular and culture at large. This goes on to render him the ability to nurture a certain kind of consciousness that allows for understanding religion as infused with culture, unlike the modern forms of religion which are packaged in singular organized entities. However rooted this vision looked, with the rootedness came the discrepancies of the times and contextual challenges which requires Gandhi to be applied differently. Gandhi turns into the method himself. The method that requires meticulous thought, committed to certain ideals down the path to Satya. In my reading, Gandhi seems to function beyond temporal spaces in the future as much as in the present, like the specters of Marx in communism. One of the many reasons behind the criticisms against and praises for Gandhi lies in this ability of Gandhi to create a mass following that dominated a course of political action in the nationalist struggle against the colonial rule, while simultaneously aiming to create the Swaraj, based on radical self determination. This critique of Gandhi is rooted in this possibility of merging his charismatic influence along with substantial modes of ‘acting’ and ‘being’ in the presence
of the colonial which Gandhi acknowledges as the perils of mass mobilization in his conversations with Rabindranath Tagore. But, this very mass mobilization creates grounds for another one that may oppose the fundamental basis of this one, which to Gandhi would be the beginning of another expression of right to self determination, if it does not lose the essence of the ‘how’ of the expression and the ‘who’ of the expression. What is being hinted at here, is that the means of expression were more important a source of legitimate action for Gandhi than anything else. It was the Ahimsa that made an action legitimate as if that formed enough grounds for political legitimation especially with respect to his project of critiquing modernity. As Gandhi spoke in one of the addresses, “The true sovereign act lies in dying without killing the other.” (Devji, 2012) Such an understanding of the political incorporates a different version of and a vision for the Other. Within this political, nonviolence (considered as ethical means due to its ability to reduce violence) apparently seeks to open up the scope for the operation of possible conflicts, creatively. This Other places the burden of performing legitimate action on the Other, rather than on the Self. This allows for a disruption from the routine violence that places the other in a vulnerable position of no escape from the perils of all external hierarchical associations that are exploitative. This exploitation may have a different unpredictable end if coaxed with that sovereign creative space of non-action and action, all at once. This was evident in the explosive use of silence and fasting unto death in Gandhi, especially when it was employed violently against B.R. Ambedkar agreeing for the Poona Pact of 1932.

CREATICAL THINKING: CHALLENGES

‘Creative’ processes of thinking and expression do not lend themselves so neatly to orderly treatment, but it encourages flexibility, freedom to be open-minded, freedom from rigid categories and stereotypes. Therefore such modes of thinking and expression emphasize on very intense internal feedback before it is used to understand the external world. For instance, new political collectives have been formed of atomized disembedded individuals who got recreated into communities across times, which Etienne Balibar calls ‘fictive ethnicity’. It constitutes the idea of the modern subject or the mass man; signifying the possibility of the whole in one. Gandhi’s concept of the Swaraj encompasses the possibility of this diversity in the conception of what an individual may be like, in fragmented spaces which demands solidarity to combine with freedom. What then, are the parameters of creative expression? Is it one that allows us to either develop new methods of thinking or does it allow restricting oneself to those methods that have been passed on from generation to generation and does it mean applying safe frozen essentializations to redefine and make ones telos stronger and more concrete? Would that be considered creative? How can one creatically think, think over the description of descriptions/ knowledge of knowledge and words of words? (Johnson, 1991) Does the moral rational exercise of nonviolence make it any better qualitatively, especially when the purpose behind the whole exercise is perhaps much more than just justifying how my action was performed? Where do those actions, which are followed unethically according to conventions, to dig out truth and for the sake of larger good, fall? Being bad for the greater good is backed by creativity but not ethics/morality, for Gandhi. Nonviolence would permit being bad to oneself and not others; that too subject to conditions. Gandhi permitted the use of violence under certain conditions because one couldn’t hurt the other without going through pain. And nonviolence allows one to hurt oneself. It therefore becomes a tricky situation to draw limits to creative thinking and expression when the conscious ‘other’ uses nonviolence, which, in its usage may also at some point unify with violence inflicted upon itself (and henceforth to others, owing to others getting influenced by my struggle and participating in it for various reasons). From his active involvement in politics it was evident that perhaps this categorization of violence- nonviolence as a binary doesn’t hold ground, because he talks about channelizing violence towards oneself.

THEORIZING MANY GANDHIS

At a time, when such instances of religious and communal activities may go noticed, unnoticed or condoned; talking about Gandhi becomes extremely relevant. It is this turmoil that Gandhi wanted to deal with by understanding the inner spiritual; and psychological selves and trying to hone its dissenting skills every now and then. Dissent reflects the inner turmoil and the efforts taken at various levels, physical, emotional and spiritual levels to deal with a crisis. The act of dissenting was somewhat perfected and realized by Gandhi in the way in which perhaps no other thinker could ever have practiced, and this happens in a collaborative effort with the various ‘selves’ that culminates in the task of knowing the Self, through overcoming oneself. Theorizing and practicing pose extremely difficult possibilities to the practitioner. While the nonviolence – violence binary gets questioned by the disobedient and active speaking subject, nonviolence, in the absence of otherwise overt manifestation of violence, offers ways to address the hurt. In the given times, when generations after generations of misinformation and retaliation against them are bracketed into ideological weapons under the pretext of rights, identity and justice; the flip side to that is the absence of flexibility in engaging with the method and the result of questioning. Ahimsa offers a possible fertile space according to Gandhi for exploring options while also simultaneously working out ways of managing this otherwise ‘thoughtless’ space of the masses. His critical engagement with the external opens up avenues towards realizing a spiritual essence of being which he applied in the understanding of conflict, human nature, society and institutions of power that affected man in various ways. His emphasis on the method of action makes the endeavor a space for the thinking rational mind to engage in a critical –creative reconstructive understanding of the events with morality and politics sustaining each other as inseparable forces. Such is the novelty of Gandhi’s conceptualization of alternative possibilities to modernity that it was received with awe. The awe, that breaks and makes conscience in spaces that harbor various kinds of violence. Violence, here does not root itself in institutions and entities that are fixed. His management of
violence seeks to de-center oneself from this whole schema of political experiences while both fixing and opening up avenues for the ‘other’ and leaving us to figure out which of the two happens to the Other. This is how Gandhi expounds such multiple narratives of varying concerns leaving the reader and the Satyagrahi to uncover for oneself, one’s own truth. An intense conversational style in Gandhi, while I presume still goes on, provides us a glimpse of the ‘quest’ that Gandhi was relentlessly engaged in and perhaps one needs to engage in today. This wonder that one experiences in the creatical mode of thinking, is an open space, relatively open, in comparison to the absence of luxury one experiences amidst the dominant space that constantly seeks to undermine the lesser dominant narratives of its times. The prudence of exploring the relations between Ahimsa, dissent and creativity lies in the intellectual freedom and openness it provides for one to gather diverse meanings from dialogues. He may be categorized as a modern or post modern thinker, but the tools he uses such as radical expressions of creativity, dissent, and nonviolent practice are all forever flexible and subjective. Just as there are multiple possible endings/beginnings to a conflict, so were there many Gandhis, and so will many Gandhis continue to exist or non-exist, one of which being the silent political Gandhi, where moral order takes any political shape when thought out as a Satyagrahi. The Satyagrahi is not a mere citizen, nor a subject of requiem within modernity, nor packaged into an ideological formation, nor identified into boundaries of thinking, yet it has the capability to encompass all experiences as the aforementioned entities. This creativity predicates from the realization of the agent as the one that is in a time-space continuum of suffering and living. In the context of religion, I quote from Bhikhu Parekh’s work, ‘A Very Short Introduction to Gandhi’.

‘Hindu concepts of anasakti (non-attachment) and nishkam karma (action without desire). His double conversion, his Christianization of an Indian concept after he had suitably Indianized the Christian concept, yielded the novel idea of an active and positive but detached and non-emotive love. Again, he took over the traditional Hindu practice of fasting as a penance, combined it with the Christian concepts of vicarious atonement and suffering love, interpreted each in the light of the other, and developed the novel idea of a ‘voluntary crucifixion of the flesh’. It involved fasting undertaken by the acknowledged leader of a community to atone for the evil deeds of his followers, awaken their sense of shame and guilt, and mobilize their moral and spiritual energies for redemptive purposes. Gandhi’s religious eclecticism disturbed many of his Christian and Hindu admirers, who complained that it displayed spiritual shallowness and lack of commitment and did injustice to the traditions involved. His so-called eclecticism or hybridity was really a creative synthesis, a heightened form of authenticity that sprang from his relentless search for Truth, and signified not shallowness but a sincere desire to deepen his own and hopefully other religious traditions. It also built bridges between different religious traditions and fostered the spirit of inter-religious dialogue.’ (Parekh, 2001)

This account of Gandhi’s conception of the religious within the political allowed for an understanding that one did not have to ‘be’ to ‘become’. This makes for an exercise of a creative synthesis which lacked a telos. This creative act found expression in an enquiry away from the rather conventional ones that has the potential to restrict the idea of the political as something that is distanced or rooted in a fixed understanding of the cultural.

Such aforementioned instances in Gandhi’s thought, provides to one ample evidences to comprehend the scope Gandhi envisioned for the future of the political with its hinge in the understanding of the fleeting present. This shall perhaps keep the conversations with and within violence, an activity in process, which requires one to move beyond the more convenient instrumentalist views of life. Gandhi’s enquiries have the potential to make way for a ‘better’ space (according to Gandhi’s vision) in future where perhaps, even the realization of civil/uncivil, moral/immoral binaries collapsing into one another just as violence and non-violence do, might not unsettle or disturb one from undergoing the process of suffering for the sake of one’s own dignity and self-determination.
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